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Henry James's works have prompted many studies. Most o£
these have been cyclical, critical, introductory comments to
specific tales, novelettes, amd novels, or to comblnatives of
these genres. Many of these studies have recognized and ac¬
knowledged the presence of a dramatic technique in James's
craftsmanship. A few have given especial attention to it. It
is the latter that has intrigued this writer. The present study,
therefore, is an investigation of James's dramatic devices.
In this study the writer proposes to show the influences
in James's background, his natural dramatic drift that led to
his conscious efforts as a playwright. In addition, the writer
hopes to enunciate James's canons on dramatic devices as arti¬
culated in the prefaces. Finally, the writer proposes to apply
the technique of the dramatic devices to James's most represent¬
ative novels.
I wish to acknowledge Dr. Thomas D. Jarrett's scholarly
and inspirational teaching in American Literature, English 478,
during the summer of 1959, which ultimately stimulated and moti¬
vated my efforts in this study as well as to esqjress appreci¬
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JAMES’S BACKGROUND AND THE NATURAL DRAMATIC DRIFT
The James family, of New York State, became a great Amer¬
ican family through one ancestor of hxuable origin who had an
eye to the main chance. Henxry James's grandfather, the first
William James, was a success in the most obvious sense. A vivid
young man of small means, he arrived in Albemy, New York, from
the north of Ireland in 1789, at the age of eighteen. The en¬
terprising young man procured a Job clerking in a store and then
became a storekeeper; he traveled westward and bought up land;
he launched into various business ventures, one of the most lu¬
crative being the salt industry of Syracuse. In time he had
thirteen children by three successive wives, the last of whom,
Catherine Beurber, of a notable pre-Revolutionary family, was the
placid. Joyless grandmother of Henry James's childhood recollec¬
tions. At grandfather William's death, in 1832, he left a for¬
tune so large (reputedly three million dollars) that his widow
and each of his eleven children were independent for the rest of
their lives. One of these eleven children was Henry James, Sr.,
who married Scotch-Irish Mary Walsh, became a theological philos¬
opher and man of letters, and had five children—William, the
psychologist and philosopher; Heniry, Jr., the novelist; Garth
Wilkinson or "Wilky"; Robertson or "Bob"; and Alice. Henry
1
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James, Jr., was born April 15, 1843.^
Few boys ever grew up in a family atmosphere of such ease
and sociability, such freedom and culture, as did young Henry
James. In A Small Bov and Others, the first volvime of his un¬
completed autobiography, he e3q>lains that, "themks to our grand¬
father's fine old ability," "there was ease, with the habit of
ease," emd "our consciousness was positively dlsfurnlshed...of
the actualities of 'business' in a world of business."^ Indeed,
the Jameses were a family separate, unique, aloof, and special.
Thomas Seirgeant Perry has remarked about
...the joyous chaff that filled the Jameses' house. There
was no limit to it. There were always books to tell about
and laugh over, or to admire, and there was an abundance of
good talk with no shadow of pederntry or priggishness.^
Clinton Hcirtley Grattan, too, has commented upon the
unique world of the James household.
vniat a world Henry Jeuaes had to esqplore! The father of
the house...was a man whose course in the world was anoma¬
lous. For his time and place...when politics was a consum¬
ing concern (the Civil War was to be the issue) he had noth
^Joe Lee Davis, John T. Frederick, and Fremk L. Mott (eds.),
A Treasury of American Literature (Chlcagos Spencer Press, Inc.,
1955), II, 423.
2
Henry James, A Small Bov and others, ed. Frederick W.
Dupee (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1913), p. 35. Note:
Subsequent quoted passages from James will be taken from this
edition unless othezrwlse indicated.
^Thomas Seurgeant Perry, quoted by F. W. Dupee, Henry
James (Garden City: Doubleday & Compcuiy, Inc., 1956), p. 20.
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ing to do with politics; and in an age when business was ex¬
panding on all sides he abemdoned the calling of his father
and even resigned the management of his inheritance into the
hands of his brother-in-law. He disconnected himself, so to
speak from the religious establishments as well, standing
free in order to evolve his own interpretation of the relation
of man to God.^
Grattan adds that since the elder Henry pursued a way of life
designed above all else to mark himself apart from other men,
his sons had to make contacts with the surrounding life on their
own initiative and Henry, Jr., found the task difficult.^
In the James home the book, the literary periodical, the
art gallery, the concert stage, and the theatre all held places
of importance in the lives of the four James boys and their sis¬
ter; but books could be read quietly at home, and pictures
studied in picture books or in a casual stroll through a gallery.
Going to the theatre Involved a special toilette, a trip in a
ceurriage, an encounter, over flickering footlights, with strange
and fantastic characters, and after the performance, recapitula¬
tion and critical discussion. Henry's paucents, he tells us, had
a simple theory. They liked the theatre, such as it was in those
early American days of lurid melodrama and elaborate farces,
Shakespearean productions, and burlesque Dickensian characters.
^Clinton Hartley Grattan, The Three James (New York:
Longmans, Green and Co., 1932), p. 209.
^Ibid., p. 210.
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They reasoned that if the plays were good enough for them they
g
were good enough for the children.
Henry, of all the Jameses' offspring, seemed most stage-
struck and stage-enamored.
Memories of...Imaginative artistic childhood adventures
crowd the 426 pages of Henry James autobiographical A
Small Boy and others, a volume which covers only the
first fourteen years of his life. Fully one-eighth of
the book Is filled with the names of plays and actors,
what they wore and how they strutted, their very
grimaces, as well as the lampllt and gaslit theatres—
all recounted and pictured with an evident delight...^
The lad remembered that before his theatregoing trips
with the family he had thrilled to the allied pleasures of the
concert hall, the pantomime, and the circus! Theatres came
later. He rememibered visits to Nlblo's Gardens to see the Ravels
in the pcuitomlme of "Jocko” or "The Brazilian Ape" and "Zaoul"
or "The Magic Star"; he recalled trips to Frauconl's monumental
Hippodrome which rang with Roman chariot races; he recollected
how he used to wander along Broadway, his hoarded pennies in
his pocket, walking the distance to save the fare, averting his
eyes as he passed the doughnut stands. In order to attend the
matinees at Barnum's "Lecture Room."^ He remembered walking
g
Leon Edel (ed.). The Complete Plays of Henry James
(London; Rupert Heurt-Davis, 1949), p. 21.
^Ibld., p. 20.
^Frederick W. Oupee, op. cit., pp. 95-98.
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dovm lower Fifth Avenue and epelllng out the names of plays and
players on the yellow and white billboards; he remendsered hear-
ing the Infant Adelina Patti, poised in an armchair at the edge
of the footlights, warbling precocious notes^ and the red-faced
Emily Mestayer as Eliza in "Uncle Tom's Cabin," "her swelling
bust encased in a neat cotton gown" and her flight across the
ice blocks "intrepidly and gracefully performed."^® Such were
the esqperiences of a boy who had not reached the age considered
"ripe" for theatregoing.
Henry never forgot that his older brother William^^ was
taken to the theatre first. He relates that he and his brother,
one winter's evening [.in 1850Q in their Fourteenth Street home,
were doing their lessons for the next day. Mr. and Mrs. James
were at the theatre; Charlotte Cushman was appearing in Shakes¬
peare's "Henry VIII." Suddenly, the studies were interrupted
by the reappearance of the father, who had driven home at the
end of an act or scene; Henry, Sr., snatched William from his
homework and left with him quickly to see a Shakespearean pro¬
duction that he believed the boy could appreciate.The younger
brother thus recorded his resentment;
^Dupee, OP. clt., p. 66.
^°Ibid., pp. 90-92.
^^Wllllam was older by sixteen months.
^^Leon Edel, op. clt., pp. 21-22.
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The scene, that evening, at which, through my being in¬
adequately estimated, I did not assist, is one o£ the most
Ineffaceable in tolerably rich e}q>erience of the theatre.
I recall it as a vivid vigil in which the poor lonely lamp¬
light became that of the glittering stage in which I saw
wondrous figures and listened to thrilling tones, in which
I knew "Shakespeare acted" as 1 was never to know him again,
in which, above all, I nursed view of paternal discrimi¬
nation.
Henry James has set down in great detail his recollection
of his first night of theatregoing. He has recorded
the sense of the sacred thrill with which I begaui to watch
the green curtain, the particular one that was to rise to
'The Comedy of Errors' on the occasion that must have been,
for what I recall of its almost unbearable intensity, the
very first of my ever sitting at a play. I should have been
indebted for the momentous evening in that case to Mr.
William Burton, whose small theatre in Chambers Street to
the rear of Stewarts big shop and hard by the Park...
offered me then my prime initiation.
James recalls that "one's eyes bored into it £,the curtain*} in
vain, and yet one knew it would rise at the named hour, the only
^^Edel, OP. cit., p. 22.
^^Dujjee, OP. cit., pp. 60-62. Cf. Leon Edel: "Henry
James: The Dramatic Years," p. 22 in The Complete Plays of Henry
James. Edel states that the Shakespearean production Henry James
describes in his memoirs could not have been his first experience
as a playgoer. The small boy, says Edel, had already seen meuiy
plays before Burton produced "A Comedy of Errors" in 1853 and
1855, respectively. "The only other productions of the play
were at Barnvm's 'Lecture Hall' in January 1851 and at the Bowery
Theatre in March of that year. 1851 could have been that of
Henry James's comlng-of-age as a theatregoer. Henry was then
eight and this seems the age at which William was judged by his
father to be old enough to see Shakespeare." Edel speculates,
therefore, that James may have seen the earlier production of
"A Comedy of Errors" and telescoped it with the more elaborate
Burton production of 1855.
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question being if one could exist till then."^^ The play had
been read to him during the day of his theatregoing debut. He
was all anticipation.
Young Henry visited all the leading New York theatres of
the mld~century»the Broadway and the National, Burton's, Niblo's
Gardens, Wallack's Lyce\2m and Barnum's "Lecture Room" attached
to the Great AmeriCcm Musexam.
At the Broadway he saw the superspectacle of "The Cata¬
ract of the Gemges" or "The Rajah's Daughter" and the popular
"Green Bushes"; at Burton's there were the familiar farces of
the time—"The Toodles" and "The Serious Family"; at Wallack's
the clever comedies, "London Assxirance" ^uad "Love in a Maze" by
Dion Boucicault. And always James had a vivid recollection of
the actors: William Burton, the Amlnadab sleek, Mr. Toodles or
Paul Fry, "his huge person, his huge fat face and his vast
slightly pendulous cheek, surmounted by a sort of elephantine
wink..."; Madame Ponlsl, the Oberon of "A Midsummer Night's
Dream"; Madcuae Celine Celeste, "straight out of London" in J. B.
Buckston's "Green Bushes" and Miss Julia Bennett "fresh from
16
trlximphs in the Haymarket."
Artists and writers were welcome in the New York home of
^^Ibid., p. 61.
^®Edel, op. cit.. p. 23.
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Henry James, Sr., and their work was always being eagerly en¬
joyed and discussed there. Among young Henry's earliest impres¬
sions were those "of the great and urbane Emerson's occasional
presence" and of the voice of Thackeray proceeding from his
father's library and uttering the formidable words: "Come here,
little boy, and show me your extraordinary jacket!Among the
men of letters who came to the Jcunes's home occur the names of
William Cullen Bryeuit, Washington Irving, George Ripley, Charles
Dana, N. P. Willis—to name a few.^^
Next to Shakespeare Dickens was the author who figured
most frequently in Henry James's boyhood playgoing, although
there may be the question whether he figured more for him on
the stage than in the book. The familiar characters were emerg¬
ing freshly from magazine and voliune and they were thrown hasti¬
ly upon the stage by play tinkers seeking to give bodily form
to the Micawbers and Scrooges, Oliver Twists and Paul Dombeys,
Pickwicks and Copperflelds—^whose very names guaranteed a full
house! In the early 1850s, at Burton's, Henry saw Dombey and Son
19
and Nicholas Nlckleby. Recalling these productions, the aged
op.
^^Dupee, OP. clt., pp.
18
Joe Lee Davis, John T
clt., p. 424.
^®Edel, op. cit., p. 24
51-52.
. Frederick, and Frank L. Mott,
9
Henryk® mused, "who shall deny the immense authority of the
theatre, or that the stage is the mightiest of modern engines?
Such at least was to be the force of the Dickens' imprint;.
Since Henxry, Sr., was a diligent follower of the products
of the English presses, the first magazine he provided for his
son was an importation, frequently delayed by the non-arrival of
the unreliable trans-Atlantic boats. In the house, too, was Punch.
As a child Henry, Jr., was a silent devotee of the magazine and
"from about 1850 to 1855 he lived, in imagination, no small part
of the time, in the world represented by the pencil of Leech."22
He knew the names of the London streets, of the theatres,
of many of the shops; the dream of his young life was to
take a walk in Kensington Gardens and go to Drury Lane
to see a pantomime. There was a great deal in the old
Punch about the pemtomimes, and harlequins and columbines
peopled the secret visions of this perverted young New
Yorker. It was a nystic satisfaction to him that he
had lived in Picadllly when he was a baby; he remenbered
neither the period nor the place but the name of the
latter had a strange delight for him. It had been prom¬
ised him that he should behold once more that romantic
thoroughfare, and he did so by the time he was twelve
years old.^^
James is called the "aged Heniry" because he did not
write his autobiographical A Small Bov and others until his
seventieth year.
21
Edel, op. clt., p. 24.
^^Grattan, op. cit., p. 212.
^^Ibld., p. 213.
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On June 27, 1855, Henzry Senior embarked for Europe with
his wife and children. Before this he had written Emerson that
"...considering with much pity our four stout boys...we gravely
ponder whether It wouldn't be better to go abroad for a few
years Ql855~18603 with them, allowing them to absorb French and
German and get such a sensuous education as they can't get here."
The Jauaes boys were Initiated Into the European theatre.
London offered the excitement of the Christmas pantomime; it
offered also Charles Matthews, Frederick Robson, Alfred Wlgam
and Charles Kean--and the small boy saw them all. Henry has re¬
corded that the momentous event In the London playgoing was
Kean's production of "Henry VIII.(This was the play that
the elder Hemry had taken William to see while Junior "lan¬
guished" at home.) The theatres of London offered in effect the
same type of entertainment as those of New York—lurid melodrama
and sprawling farce, translations and bowdlerlzatlons from the
French, sentimental drama and ranting eloquence. The acting was
sometimes more finished; the diction may have been purer, but
for the most part the plays of London were foreign counterparts
of those seen in their native city.^®
^^Grattan, op. clt., p. 214.
2®Edel, op. clt., p. 25.
*”Supra, p. 3.
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The Jameses visited Paris where the staunch little play¬
goers were reduced to the level of circuses—the perpetual
Cirque d'Ete and the Cirque d'Hlver as well as the Theatre du
Cirque; nevertheless they relished the profusion of clowns and
acrobats and the elaborate ballet-pantomime.^^
Henry James Junior, as a small boy, was an Inverterate
theatregoer—in New York, in London, in Paris. Inevitably, he
developed stage ambitions: he would be an actor; more important
still, he would be a dramatist. He recalled that in his Albany
boyhood attic theatricals his brother William was producer, play¬
wright and director rolled into one while he stood passively in
the "wings” bereft of garments, waiting for a costume, "unclad
and impatient both as to our persons and to our aims, waiting
alike for ideas and breeches..
I was so often engaged at that period...in literairy—
or to be more precise in dramatic accompanied by
pictorial composition...how could 1 have doubted...
with our large theatrical e3q>erlence, of the nature
and of my understanding of the dramatic form?29
Henry related that he thought he lisped, he composed in scenes.
Every scene had its explanatory picture and he strained toward
the picture that had something of the drcunatist's casting of




his personae, ctnd must have helped him to believe In the valid¬
ity of his subject.
Again and again these words were to appear in Henry
James's critical writings. They exist as a peurt of the special
lexicon of critical terms that he created to define the arts of
fiction and of the drama as he practised them.
During adolescence Henzry was quite a writer of dramas and
novels. "Harry is not so fond of study, properly so-called, as
of reading,” Henry Senior observed in a letter from Boulogne
to his mother.’^” His father added this about his fourteen-year-
old son:
He is a devourer of libraries, and an immense writer of
novels and dramas. He has considerable talent as a writer,
but I am at a loss to know whether he will ever accomplish
much.
Virtually from the cradle, James was a cosmopolitan
emigre.32 between his twelfth and seventeenth years, except
for a year spent at home in Newport, Rhode Island, the Jameses
were in Europe again, for the e3q>ress purpose of affording their
children the broadest possible education. For Hexury this in¬
cluded the rich panorama of the old World: the London of Dickens
^^Dupee, Henry Jernies, p. 18.
^^Ibid.
32 ■
When he was only a year and a half old his parents had
taken him and William on their first European trip.
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and Thackerary, the Paris of the restored monarchy, the pensions
and hotels of Switzerland, the provincial seaside life of Bou¬
logne, and a brief glimpse of the stolid Germcm life of Bonn.
James, the future novelist-dramatist, was not educated specifi¬
cally to fill either of these roles; however, he absorbed the
materials for both in his reading of current literature, his
visits to art galleries, his constant inspection of European
architectiure and landscape and his nights at the play. Leon
Edel writes this:
The young Henry James who came back in 1859 to redis¬
cover America from the placid perspective of Newport in
Rhode Island on the eve of the Civil War had developed a
sharpened vision of life and art, an international sense,
an acute appreciation of Anglo-American culture and a
good-hiamored understanding of the Amerlcam abroad. He
had become a cosmopolitan even before he had had an op¬
portunity to be a provincial.
This background must have contributed equally to James's
development as a great psychological novelist as well as to his
flirtation with the stage, the writing of plays and the marked
inculcation of the "art of representation” into many of his
novels. True, James began his career as a writer of fiction
but he invariably cast sidelong and loving glances at the drama.
The natural dramatic drift appears in evidence throughout
his autobiographical A Small Boy and others. There is the recollec¬
tion of the way Monsieur Toeppfer, in Geneva, taught him Racine,
33Edel, op. cit., p. 29.
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describing Rachel's playing of "Phedre"; there is the memoiry
of receiving Lamb's Tales from Shakespeare from a tutor in Lon¬
don who subsequently tutored Robert Louis Stevenson; there is
the remembrance of schooldays at Boulogne with the pastry-cook's
son, Benoit Constant Coquelin, whom he was later to admire on
the stage of the Theatre Fran^ais; there is the recorded im¬
pression of Adelaide Rlstori's portrayal of Mary Stuart^^ and
the never-forgotten image of a horseback riding Fanny Kemble
glimpsed in New York when he was a small boy and she was a
celebrated Shakespearean reader.
When Henry was seventeen and at Newport, Rhode Island,
he engaged essentially in a period of initiation and discovery
(talking endlessly to John LaFarge and Thomas Sergeant Perry),
of intensive reading (studying Balzac, Merln^e, the Revue des
Deux Mondes and Browning), of tranquil literary labor (trans¬
lating Alfred de Musset's Lorenzacclo) and of quiet cogitation
36
and observation.
At nineteen Henry entered Harvard Law School where he
was about as much interested in law as he had been in scientific
studies attempted earlier in Geneva. As in the past, he had
^^Dupee, A Small Bov and Others, pp. 165-166, 242-243,
170, 228, 262-263.
^^Edel, OP. cit., p. 30.
36 Ibid., pp. 30-31
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followed in the footsteps of his elder brother William who had
preceded him by a year. Memy evenings he could be found in
Boston at the Howard Athenaeum. Once he saw, and never forgot,
the celebrated Maggie Mitchell in "Fanchon the Cricket." The
impression of the play and Miss Mitchell's acting prompted him
to write an appreciation of the production and the actress;
afterwards he despatched his mcunuscript to a periodical "noth¬
ing would induce me now to name."^^ Although there is no evi¬
dence that James's dramatic criticism saw the light of print,
the writer believes it significant that the first bit of ori¬
ginal writing he sent to a publication should have been devoted
to a play and to em actress.
Henry James never completed his course at Harvard but in
the Boston-Cambridge and the Mew York atmospheres, in a post-
Clvil War world that assumed a new interest in aesthetic matters,
James began to develop rapidly. Such friends and editors as
James Russell Lowell, Cheurles Eliot Norton, William Dean Howells,
and E. L. Godkin stimulated him. The North American Review, the
Galaxy, the Nation, the Atlantic Monthly were only too glad to
receive his contributions as a writer of both critical reviews
Op
and prose fiction.''
^^Dupee, loc. cit., pp. 447-448.
Joe Lee Davis, John T. Frederick, and Frank L. Mott,
OP. cit., p. 426.
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Reviewing Swinburne's poetic drama "Chastelard” in the
Nation (January 18, 1866), when he was twenty-three, James tells
Swinburne: "You have to have more them a pretty Idea to carry
a play." He adds: "A dramatic work without design Is a mon¬
strosity." He offers advice: "Let him (Chastelardl talk as
much as he pleases...let him deal out poetry by the hemdful....
But...let not the play languish, let not the story halt."^^
It is apparent that young James had a definite fixed view
of what dreona, scene, action, the "art of representation" should
be, and during the succeeding ten years he developed a firm,
consistent, dogmatic conception of what acting should be In the
theatre Itself.
Henry James paid his first visit to the Theatre Franyals
and the theatres of the Paris boulevaurds during 1870; in 1876
he wrote emphatically that the French national theatre consti¬
tuted a school of taste "not elsewhere to be found In the world.'
During 1872-73 James was In Italy: he paused for a week at
Perugia and went to the theatre nightly, paying twenty-two soldi
for an orchestra seat, seeing such plays as "Ifanore Senza Stlma,"
"Severlta e Debolezza," "La Socleta Egulvoca," feeling that his
^^Edel, OP. cit.. p. 33.
^^Henry James, "The Theatre Fr8m<fais, 1876," Henry James'i




Study of the audiences would bring him close to the people of
the Italian town. He visited the Teatro Valle in Rome where he
listened to Goldoni's ”l Quattro Rustlghi."^^ Later, he was in
a box at the Apollo, in Rome, surveying Italian princesses in
neighboring boxes and watching a violent Othello played by
42
Ernesto Rossi.
Thus he spent many nights in the playhouses of Europet
in strange cities, with long evenings before him, he gravitated
toward the theatre arguing that there he would find a reflec¬
tion of the civilization he was visiting, that a country's cul¬
ture could be studied at first hand via its plays and the
audiences that came to see them.
Bade in America in 1875 Henry James gave fullest expres¬
sion to his theory of the drama, in a long review of Tennyson's
"Queen Mary" written for the Galaxy and published in September,
1875.
"The dramatic form," he wrote in the review, "seems to
me of all literary forms the noblest...."
The fine thing in a real drama, generally speaking, is
that, more than any other work of literary art, it needs a
masterly structure. It needs to be shaped and fashioned
and laid together, and this process makes a demand upon an
artist's rarest gifts. He must combine and arrange, inter¬
polate and eliminate, play the Joiner with the most atten¬
tive skill; and yet at the end effectually bury his tools...
4^-Edel, OP. clt., p. 34.
42Allan Wade, op. cit., pp. 54-55
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To work successfully beneath a few grave, rigid laws,
is always a strong m2m's highest ideal of success..•• In
a play, certainly the subject is of more importance than
in any other work of art. Infelicity, triviality, vagueness
of subject, may be outweighed in a poem, a novel, or a
picture, by charm of manner, by ingenuity of execution; but
in a drama the stibject is of the essence of the work—it
is the work. If it is feeble, the work can have no force;
if it is shapeless, the work must be amorphous.^3
Henry James's recipe for a good play, then. Includes
classical perfection of form emd content and a goodly measure
of each, harmoniously wedded. Also Included, as a must, is an
Important subject, moulded by "a few grave, rigid laws." He
accepted the "laws" of the theatre of which Franclsgue Sarcey
in Paris was the principal critical e;qponentt a play had to be
"well*-made" and its technical structure was all-important. From
Sarcey'8 writings James derived much of his knowledge of the
French stage of the time and of its immediate past, and a great
deal of theory to match his own observations of the Maison de
N 44
Moliere in the rue de Richelieu, hard by the Louvre.
During the eetrly years of Heiury James's creative life,
he had established himself as a literary critic, a writer of
travel pieces, a master of the short story and, at the end of
the decade, as a novelist. He enjoyed a degree of popularity as
the author of Roderick Hudson (1876), The American (1877), The
^^Edel, OP. clt., pp. 34-35.
44
Wade, OP. cit., pp. 68-71.
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Europeans (1878), Daisy Miller (1879), Confidence (1880), Wash¬
ington Square (1881) and The Portrait of a Lady (1881). He had
shown evidences of his continuing natural dramatic drift when,
at thirty-three, he had written to William James that he knew
the Theatre Fran^ais by heart* At thirty-five he wrote to him:
It has long been my most earnest and definite intention
to commence at play-writing as soon as I can....^5
and again during the seune year [1878^ :
I am very impatient to get at work writing for the stage—
a project Z have long had. l am...certain I should succeed
and it would be an open gate to money-making.^^
And yet the yeeurs passed and he did not write plays.
Mr. Leon Edel, the distinguished foremost Jcuaesian scholar,
offers a worthy and reasonable es^lanation concerning James's
ineptitude in this direction. The writer will relate this since
47
its roots lie in Henry's eeurllest beginnings. For one of
James's passive nature the thought of having to push doors open
himself in the theatre would be considered an "absence of oppor¬
tunity." He was attracted to the theatre and at the same time
was repelled by it. He desired its successes and rewards and
yet was afraid to cheuice its pitfalls. Continues Edel:
^^Letter of Henry James, Jr., to William James, May 1,
1878, in The Letters of Henry James ed. Percy Lubbock (New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1920), I, pp. 59-61.
^^Unpublished letter of Henry James, Jr., to William James,
July 23, 1878, quoted by Leon Edel, op. clt., p. 41.
^^Supra, p. 11.
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A work of fiction might receive adverse reviews and fall
flat in the meirket and still remain an honorcd>le perform¬
ance; it did not involve the ptiblic e:>q>osure that went
with a play. When a magazine rejected a story—this was
a private matter between editor and writer. But when a
play was announced, publicized, promised to the public,
and then not produced, or failed in production, the author
was in the process, publicly rejected.
Henry James would fear this more than anything else.
James embarked upon his none too successful theatrical
career in his forty-seventh year. During his five dramatic
years, 1890-1895, he had only two plays of twelve upon which to
lavish his productive efforts; the majority of his dramas re¬
mained unproduced.
On Februeury 14, 1895, a little more than a month after
4Q
"Guy Domvllle," Henry James asked himself an important ques¬
tion:
Has a part of all this wasted passion and squandered time
(of the last 5 years) been simply the precious lesson,
taught me in that roundabout and devious, that cruellycex-
penslve, way, of the singular value for a narrative plan
too of the (I don't know what adequately to call it) divine
principle of the Scenario?50
If this was the case, he appended, he was grateful for
^®Edel, OP. cit., pp. 43-44.
AQ N
James's'Guy Domville" had its unrewarding premiere pro¬
duction at St. James's Theatre, London, January 5, 1895.
O. Matthiessen and Kenneth B. Murdock (eds.). The
Notelyoks of Henry James (New York: Oxford University Press,
ri947;i ), p. 188.
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...this exquisite truth that what I call the divine
principle in question is a key that, working in the
Scuae general way fits the complicated chaxnbers of
both the dramatic and the narrative lock: IF, l say,
I have crept round through long apparent barrenness,
through suffering and sadness intolerable to that rare
perception—-why infinite little loss is converted
into an almost infinite little gain. The long figur¬
ing out, the patient passionate little cahler, becomes
the mot de I'^nigme, the thing to live by.^^
James refers, again and again, in his notebook entries
of the remaining years (after 1895) to the divine principle of
the scenario! As the months passed he grew Increasingly at¬
tached to this simple device derived from the work methods of
his dramatic years. The technique involved setting down a full
outline of each project: he could see his subject, scene, set¬
ting, story, characters, plot—thus, his scenario evolved before
each novel or even when a short story was Involved, in earlier
years he had communed with himself in his notebooks: he had
been the novelist spinning a discursive narrative, chatting,
pausing to describe, taking his reader on diverse journeys, per¬
mitting his pen to run cheerfully away with him; now, he was
the carpenter-dramatist at work, on his knees, disposing of
his goods this, that, and the other way, packing his coffer in




brought to his fiction the culmination of his natural dramatic
drift—the very mechanics he had Invoked for the writing of his
plays. He refers to his fiction as if it were drama. As he
worked out The Spoils of Poynton, he questioned:
What then is it that the rest of my second little act,
as I call it...must do?^^
and he continued:
CI must arrive at3 some such economy of clear summarization
as will give me from point to point, each of my steps,
stages, tints, shades, every main Joint and hinge, in its
place, of my subject—ttoD give me...my clear order and
expressed sequence.54
Heniry James thus practised to the full the application to the
narrative plan of his "divine principle of the Scenario"; his
work, the mot de I'^nlgme, the figure in the carpet, the thing
to live by. He rejoiced in the elaborate mechanics of his writ¬
ing—the process of fitting the scenario key, as he had put it,
into the "complicated chambers of both the dramatic and narra¬
tive lock." Via this method, he was equating drama and fiction,
the saoxie door and the same lock were the sesame to both. The
effect of this technique on his later work was extraordinary,
for in applying his drama-working methods to the novel he gave
to his fiction the qualities of the play.
^^Edel, op. cit., p. 63.
^^Ibid.
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On Januairy 4, 1910, Henry James, who was then sixty-
seven, sat at his work table In Lamb House, Rye, Sussex. The
passage he wrote has all the quality of a fervent prayer:
I come back yet again and again, to only seeing it in
the dramatic way—as I can only see everything and any¬
thing now.... Momentary sidewinds—things of no real
authority—break in every now and then to put their in¬
ferior little questions to me; but I come back, I come
back, as I say, l all throbblngly and yearningly and
passionately, oh mon bon, come back to this way that is
clearly the only one in which I can do anything now, and
that will open out to me more and more, and that has
overwhelming reasons pleading all beautiful in its breast.
This was the "dramatic way": the mold and mode of Henry James's
natural dramatic drift. And he pursued and perfected it.
^^Edel, op. clt., p. 19
CHAPTER II
JAMES'S C7VN0NS ON DRAMATIC DEVICES
AS ENUNCIATED IN THE PREFACES
Henry James's prefaces to his novels are eloquent, sus~
talned original memlfestoes on literary criticism: eloquent
because they employ his vivid, forceful, fluent, graceful and
persuasive language; sustained because they confirm his enun¬
ciations from beginning to end; original because (despite their
lucidity) they contain James's convoluted compressed style and
the positive unfamlllarity of his dramatic devices as he uses
them.
A James preface has special connotations peculiar to
its author. Foremost, it is the story of a stoiry or the story
of a group of stories cognate In theme and treatment. The pre¬
faces collocate. Juxtapose, and separate the different kinds
of stories. They also establish unity via cross-reference and
development from one preface to another. By the "story of a
story" James meant a narrative composing the how, what, why,
when and where which brought It to birth and which were not
evident In the story Itself, but which had a fascination and
a meaning In themselves to enhance the reader's knowledge.
However, James's "story of a story" is not easy in the telling
and only the main features can be named simply. There is the
24
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feature of autobiography—generally, held to a minimumj there
Is a statement of the anecdote and the clrcumstcuices in which
it was told; there is the "germ" of the story, derived from
the anecdote—incubated, rooted, grown—developing into some¬
thing quite different from its immediate promise; there is the
account, frequently the most interesting feature, of how the
author structured his theme as a consistent piece of dramati¬
zation (that is, the aspect of the theme in relation to itself
as a balanced and consistent whole [’’the flesh upon the arti¬
culated plotf] and the aspect of the theme in relation to
society C'the moral and evaluating aspect'i} ); there is, varying
from preface to preface, as dictated by the need, the feature
of technical e}q>osltlon, in terms of which everything else is
for the moment siibsumed. The technical e;<position represents
the pride of achievement for James; it constitutes the devices
he consciously uses in order to make his material an orgemic
whole. These devices have been rendered available for discus¬
sion, for understanding—^by definition and illustration in the
prefaces to the novels most representative of these techniques.
There is a single additional feature that seems perti¬
nent to a reader's understanding of the prefaces, namely,.the
Jamesian concept of the relation of art to life and his con¬
scious recording of it within the framework of his literary
doctrine. Briefly, and not without fear of over-simplification.
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the writer has observed that for Henry James art was serious;
It required maximum ccuce. The subject of art was someone's
apprehension of the e;qperlence of life; In order to represent
life truly, art removed the "waste and muddlement and bewilder¬
ment" In which life Is lived and gave It a lucid. Intelligible
form.
By Insisting on Intelligence and lucidity something
like an Ideal vision was secured; not an Ideal In the air
but an Ideal In the Informed Imagination, an Ideal, In
fact, actually of life, limited only by the artist's
sensibility of It. Thus art was the viable representation
of moral value; In the degree that the report was Intelli¬
gent and Intense the morals were sound.^
James never put his reader In direct contact with his
s\ibjects; he believed It was Impossible to do so, because his
subject was not what happened but what someone felt about what
happened, and this could be directly known only through an Inter
mediate Intelligence. This Is the characteristic aspect of what
Blackmur calls the indirect Approach.^ For James, more and more
especially after 1895, the Indirect Approach became the Drama¬
tic Scene.^ The Drsunatlc Scenei was the principal device—a
dramatic device—that James used to objectify the Indirect Ap¬
proach and was calculated to command, direct and limit the
^Henry James, The Art of the Novel, Introduction by




reader's attention.^ On occasion the Scene as a dramatic device
5
resembled that In a stage-play. On another occasion, in keep¬
ing with the degree of its refinement, it resembled a dramati-
g
zatlon of ideas. James's specific theory of the Dramatic
Scene is articulated in several prefaces.
In the preface to The Portrait of a Lady there is devel¬
oped the figure of windows opening on a scene. The scene is
the subject, the eye is the artist, the window is the limiting
form. From each selected window the scene is differently ob-
7
served.
In the preface to The Tragic Muse there is discussed the
theory of alternating scenes in terms of a centre.
Miriam is central, in spite of being objective; central
in virtue of the fact that the whole thing has visibly,
from the first, to get Itself done in drcuoatlc, or at least
in scenic conditions—though scenic conditions which are as
near an approach to the dramatic as the novel may pemit
itself 8uid which have this in common with the latter, that
they move in the light of alternation. This imposes a con¬
sistency other than that of the novel at its loosest, and,
for one's subject, a different view and a different placing
of the centre.®
^The Dramatic Scene and the Indirect Approach sure not
opposed. They are. In the novel, two ends of one stick, and
it cannot be said where either end begins.
^This becomes apparent in The Awkward Age.
®This becomes apparent in The Ambassadors.
7
Henry James, op. clt., p. 46.
®James, op. cit., pp. 89-90.
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Again, in the preface to The Wings of the Dove James is
occupied with the establishing (or mis-establishing) of his cen¬
tre, the indirect presentation and the successive windows from
which the scene is differently observed.
The whole centre of the work, resting on a misplaced
pivot and lodged in Book Fifth... (^bringsj home to me...
the author's instinct everywhere for the indirect presen¬
tation.... I note how. ..I go but a little way with the
direct—that is with the straight exhibition of Milly. •..
All of which proceeds...as it were...through the successive
windows of other people's interest in her.^
The Awkward Age is the most purely scenic of all the
novels emd it develops the use of the alternating scene still
further. The preface to the work, housing the delightful essay,
"The Scenic Vision," contains a sustained, specific discussion
of the scene in fiction and its relation to the scene in drama.
I remember that in sketching my project fsays James3..*
I drew on a sheet of paper...the neat figure of a circle
consisting of a number of small rounds disposed at equal
distance about a central object. The central object was
my situation, my subject in itself, to which the thing
would owe its title, and the small rounds represented so
many distinct lamps, as I liked to call them, the function
of each of which would be to light with all due Intensity
one of its aspects....
James adds that the beauty of his conception lay in the approxi¬
mation of the respective divisions of his form to the successive




the divine distinction o£ the act of a play•—and a
greater than any other it easily succeeds in arriving
at—was, I reasoned, in its special, its guarded objec¬
tivity. This objectivity, in turn, when achieving its
ideal, came from the imposed absence of that 'going
behind,' to compass e3q>lanations and amplifications,
to drag out odds and ends from the 'mere' storyteller's
great property-shop of aids to illusion.
Thus fiction, via the dramatic device of dramatized "objectiv¬
ity" could (for James) "make the presented occasion tell all
its story itself."
Heniry James was so engrossed with the Scene as a drama¬
tic device that in the preface to The Wings of the Dove he dis¬
cusses the scenic structure of the novel, distinguishing between
Scene and Plctiure, and in the same reference, spelling out the
other drcuaatic devices used to Illuminate the subject in terms
of the scene.
There was the "fun," says James, of establishing his suc¬
cessive centres £as dramatic devices 2 ’***of fixing them so exact¬
ly that the portions of the sxibject commanded by them "as by
happy points of view, and accordingly treated from them," would
constitute sufficiently “solid blocks of wrought material"...
possessing weight, mass and carrying power. Thus, each nximbered
"block" would constitute a Book in the novel; each Book would
have its subordinate and contributive pattern via the associated
lllbid.. p. Ill
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consciousness of the author's two prime young persons.And
there would be occasions, James continued, when one character
or the other would utilize the role of reflector (that is, reg¬
ister or agent) Qts a dramatic devlce3 because this would be a
13
requirement of an intelligible plan.
On the subject of centres, James speaks with Irrevocable¬
ness and finality:
From the moment we proceed by "centres" fas dramatic
devlcesl —and I have never, I confess, eid^raced the logic
of any superior process—they must be each...selected and
fixed...in the high Interest of econon^ and treatment,
tso thal3 they determine and rule.^^
Finally, with respect to Scene and Picture James wrote
that there was
...the odd Inveteracy with which picture...is jealous
of drama and drama...CisJ suspicious of picture.
However, he averred that one partook of the other and the
maximum value was e3q>erlenced when both weights were felt.
Although the publication of The Wings of the Dove in 1902
preceded that of The Ambassadors in 1903, its composition was
subsequent to the latter by a year. The material of both works.
^^Ibld., p. 296. The two prime young persons are Kate





said the author, was taken absolutely for the stuff of the dra¬
ma. In succeeding notes James Indicated to the reader his
predilection to use the terms of the theatre, and he prepared
him for the appearance and appraisal of his dramatic devices.
These are enunciated explicitly in the preface to The Airibas-
sadors.
The introduction to the novel is replete with theatre
teminology. On one occasion James designed his work as a
production:
...one's theme may be said to shine, and that of The
Ambassadors, I confess, wore this glow for me from be¬
ginning to end. Fortunately thus I am able to estimate
this as, frankly, quite the best, "all round," of ny
productions...
Another time, when he was concerned with the "story" in The
Ambassadors, James—the novelist—called himself a dramatist
(by implication):
There is the story of one's hero, and then thanks to
the Intimate connexion of things, the story of one's story
Itself. I blush to confess it, but if one's a dramatist,
one's a dramatist, and the latter imbroglio is liable on
occasion to strike me as really the xnore objective of the
two.^®
When James wrote about his protagonist's coming out [to ParisJ,
"all solemn appointed and deputed," to "save" a young friend he
^^Ibid.. p. 322.
^^Ibld.. p. 309.
18 Ibid., p. 313
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reported:
Strether's appointed sta^e, in fine, could be but
Chad's most luckily selected one.^^
The reader will observe the use of the word "stage."
Also in his preface to The Ambassadors, the author has
spelled out his use of five dramatic devices: namely, the com¬
manding centre, the central Intelligence, the scene, the confi¬
dant and the ficelle. With respect to the centre he has written
the following statement:
I easily remember...employing but one centre and keeping
it all within my hero's compass....^^
Thus the hero's consciousness, as James's all encompassing centre,
would lend unity, economy emd the grace of Intensity to the
stoiry [^The Ambassadors^. Moreover, the compositional centre,
as it was created, presided over everything and compelled the
story to be nothing but the story of what that intelligence
felt about what happened.(This was James's plea for the use
of such an intelligence—a major consideration within each of
the prefaces and met with passim everywhere.) Via this means,
the intelligence could serve a dual purpose: as a commanding
centre it could be a compositional focus; as a central intelli¬





object of the action or as both.
James has also mentioned in the preface to The Ambassa¬
dors that his hero, "in coming out to Paris," is not to be
"tempted" but is to fall back upon his "lifelong trick of in¬
tense reflexion"
which friendly test Indeed was to bring him out, through
winding passages, through alternations of darkness and
light, veiry much in Paris, but with the surrounding scene
itself a minor matter
Thus it appears that the reader will become aware of the story
via a central intelligence (the herc^ who is given to a lifelong
habit of Intense reflection. The reader, then, must esqperlence
all "awareness" (since the central Intelligence will be the all
encompassing consciousness) through the thought processes of
this intelligence. Each thought, then, may represent a new
scene, internalizing the dramatic scene within the mind of the
hero—otherwise the central intelligence. In this way James,
the Craftsman, has created the dramatic scene via dramatizing
thought.
With respect to the use of the dramatic devices of the
confidant and the ficelle, James writes that in order to repre-
^^Ibld., p. 316.
^^Thomas D. Jarrett, "Henry James" (Lecture delivered
to class in American Literature, English 478, Atlanta Univer¬
sity, Atlanta, Georgia, July 30, 1959).
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sent the hero of the novel he had to resort to confidants for
him, flcelles to aid the treatment of the subject: cheuracters
employed as "an enrolled, a direct aid to lucidity»"
Half the dramatist's art...is in the use of flcelles;
by which I mean a deep dissimulation of his dependence
upon them.^^
Via the flcelles James was able to construct his book The
Ambassadors]| in a series of alternating scenes, thus rendering
an objective air. This is R. P. Blackmur's opinion of the
flcelles.
Indispensable facts, both of the present and the past,
are presented dramatically—so the reader can see them—
only through their use. But it is necessasry, for the
flcelles to succeed in their function, that their character
should be artfully dissimulated.^^
A reader of Henry James's prefaces will learn how often
he ascribes the manner in which a sxibject appealed to him, and
how in each case he heard the inner voice say, "Dramatize, dra-
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matize!" It is time that he had "dramatized" long before the
dramatic years (1890-1895). But it was only after these years
that he applied the scenic method with complete amd conscious
consistency. In the preface to What Malsle Knew he acknowledges
the "inveterate instinct" with which his stories "keep conform-
^^Henry James, The Art of the Novel, p. 322.
25ibld., xxxvi.
2®Leon Edel (ed.). The Complete Plays of Henry Jaunes
(London: Rupert Hart-Davis, 1949), p. 65.
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ing to the 'scenic' law" and he adds, "Going over the pages here
placed together has been for me, ...quite to watch the scenic
system at play. The treatment by 'scene' regularly, quite rhyth¬
mically recurs...." He speaks elsewhere of the "scenic consis¬
tency, " of those "scenic conditions which are as near an approach
to the dramatic as the novel may permit itself," of "the blest
operation...of my Dramatic principal, my law of successive
Aspects..
Francis Fergusson has Indicated that when Jcunes undertook
his last group of novels and his critical prefaces "he was free
to tackle the subject which really Interested him." "It was in
the effort to dramatize this subject that he made his great dis-
28
coverles in dramatic...technique." The latter Inculcated the
drcuaatic devices of compositional centre, central intelligence,
confidant, and ficelle—all operating upon the scenic stage with
complete, conscious consistency.
27
Henry James, The Art of the Novel, pp. 157-159.
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Francis Fergusson, "James's Idea of Dramatic Form,"
Kenyon Review, V (Autumn, 1943), 498.
CHAPTER III
JAMES'S USE OF DRAMATIC DEVICES
The Important roles played in the household of Henry
Jcimes, Sr., by the Revue des Deux Mondes, Punch, the novels
of Chjsurles Dickens and the plays of Shakespeare have been in¬
dicated earlier.^ Henxry Jeunes, Jr., enjoyed a later intimacy
with the great French novelists Balzac, Zola and his favored
Russian Turgenleff who beceune a naturalized French citizen.
Perhaps not less important as a shaping Influence was the early
haunting of Parisian picture-galleries by William and Henry
James, as well as the short period of study at Newport, Rhode
Island, under the direction of the painter William Hunt. James
had been a "somewhat" painter himself. As a young man he was
thoroughly soaked in the teinns and conceptions of pictorial art.
It seems but a step, then, that Henry James, as a young writer,
should cast the subjects of his novels within the compositional
mold of portraiture—a device which Cargill designates as the
2
author's primary aim.
How does this non-dr2uaatlc device—the picture—function?
^Supra, p. 8, 9.
2
Oscar Cargill, The Novels of Henry James (New York: The
MacMillan Company, 1961), p. 94.
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Initially, the artist-painter must begin with the subject of
his composition. This may be a draiaatlc situation, a social
irony, a human relationship. For James it cein never be a thesis
or a moral idea because he is concerned with the appearance
made by right and wrong~thus, the subject can become "colors
•
under his palette," pleasing in their appeal to the imagination.
In the preface to The Antbassadors, when Jeunes talks about the
"super-subtleties" of composition as "positive beauty," he says
that the first obvious requirement of composition is pictorial
fusion-unity among the diverse elements in a story to create an
3
econonr/ and an organic form. These elements the artist, per¬
force, as novelist and as painter, must so arrange that his
obj ects—neunely, the persons and Incidents involved~will
correspond
...by likeness and opposition, by balance and cross-
reference, with all regard to emphasis and proportion,^
to the arrangement of figures, of masses and lines, of back-
grovmd and foreground, as in a painting.
Pictorial fusion, via "foreshortening," is a non-dramatic
device for maintaining the desired balcuice between the first and
James, The Art of the Novel, op. cit., p. 319.
^Joseph Warren Beach, The Method of Henry James (rev. ed;
Philadelphia: Albert Salfer: P\ibllsher, 1954), p. 26.
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second halves of a novel, an example of which occurs In The
Wings of the Dove. in essence, thus is constituted the pic¬
ture—a non-drcunatlc (the writer's term) or non-scenic® (James's
term) device.
How does this technique operate, specifically, in the
novels of the young Henry James? There is one work that belongs
to what has been called the end of Jcuaes's "early prime" and
bears the distinction of often being called the chef d'oeuvre
of the period. The writer believes that this novel will illus¬
trate more representatively than the others of the "early
7
prime" the functional, as well as the non-functional aspects
of the pictvire technique.
Henry James's The Portrait of a Lady appeared serially,
almost simultaneously in England and America: MacMillan's
Magazine, October, 1880, to November, 1881; Atlantic, Novendser,
p
1880, to Deceniber, 1881. The subject of the pictorial concep-
9
tlon is the presentation of the American girl abroad. At this
^Supra, p. 28.
®James, op. clt., p. 325.
^Novels of the period designated "early prime" eure these:
Roderick Hudson (1876), The TUnerican (1877), Watch and Wzurd (1878),
The Europeans (1878), Daisy Miller (1879), Confidence (1880),
Washington Square (1881).
®Oscar Cargill, "'The Portrait of a Lady': A Critical
Reappraisal," mfs. III (Spring, 1957), 11.
^This is the subject of Daisy Miller in the earlier period,
and, in the later period, of The Wings of the Dove and The
Golden Bowl.
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point, the writer leans upon Beach who comments that the for¬
mula was most frequently this:
...a simple, candid, but very fine and lustrous soul
seen against a dense murky background of sophisticated
manners and ways of thought.^®
Usually the "soul" was that of an American female, nee Isabel
Archer in The Portrait, wandering in the "background" of Europe
specifically, the Touchett home on the Thames in London and the
exquisite villa of Gilbert Osmond in Florence, Italy. The
sinister and the portentous, as personified in Osmond, Madame
Merle and their associative evils, appear as colors in James's
picture, shading from paleness into darkness as the revelation
of their moral identities pass into Isabel's consciousness.
Madame Merle and Osmond form the background of the painter's
canvas; Isabel is the foreground figure. These characters
heighten the contrast involved in the subject, creating an ef¬
fect of chiaroscuro. In the early stages of the Isabel-osmond
relationship there is the mutual spread of canvas filling in
an artistic taste and sensibility shared equally. But, as the
painter's portraits become more finely delineated the contrasts
appear. While Isabel remains generous, open-minded, capable of
resourcefulness, Osmond reveals his vanity, selfishness and
sterile dllletantlsm.
W. Beach, OP. clt., p. 35.
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The writer has been careful, thus far, to suggest the
merits of James's nondramatic or Picture device. It seems
equally as fair to mention a few demerits observable In the
method. These can be indicated more sharply by a comparison
of The Portrait of a Lady (1881), of the early phase, with The
Golden Bowl (1904) of the later period. The comparison recom¬
mends Itself because both novels employ similar themes—that
of the Intelligent, cultivated. Independent, attractive Ameri¬
can female In Europe.
Both novels are biographical: there is the chronicle of
Isabel Archer in The Portrait; there is that of Maggie Verver
in The Bowl. Both novels progress in successive stages via the
history of the characters. However, the entire first volume in
The Portrait of a Lady consists of historical data. James
launches Isabel Into her early career as a woman; then he liter¬
ally backs up for the length of two chapters to update her hls-
toiry as a girl; at this point, too, the early history of her
cousin Ralph Touchett Is appended. On the other hand. The
Golden Bowl starts at a point corresponding to the first-quarter
of the second volume of The Portrait of a Lady.^^ This is Just
before the marriage of the heroine, which ushers In (for Isabel
as for Maggie) the main dramatic complication. James In The
^^Determination of corresponding "starting points" is
based upon the writer's personal observation.
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Bowl, introduces and maneuvers the antecedent material by remi»
niscence and dialogue as an Integral part of the narrative
rather than via a lengthy chronicling of events as in The Por¬
trait.
Both novels have four major characters. In The Golden
Bowl there are Mr. Verver, Maggie Verver, The Prince, Charlotte
Stamt; the major dramatis personae of The Portrait of a Lady
include Isabel Archer, Gilbert Osmond, Madame Merle, Lord War-
burton. But, opposed to the chorus-confidante, Mrs. Assingham,
and her confidant. Colonel Assingham, in The Bowl, there are
Ralph Touchett, Caspar Greenwood, Henrietta Stackpole, Pansy,
Mr. and Mrs. Touchett, Mr. Rosier and Mr. Bantling and the
Countess Gemini in The Portrait. Observe that these minor
characters are essential to the dialogue but at this stage in
James's technical development the dialogue is a nondramatic
device: it is used primarily to portray the Dickensian humors
of the participating persons. Also, since these individuals
are assigned lengthy personal history and character they ex¬
hibit variety, vividness, picturesqueness and a droll coloring
peculiar to the Victorian novel. (Henrietta Stackpole is a
commendable prototype1) But, to return to The Bowl and Mrs.
Assingham—here is an Individual endowed by Jcunes with neither
personal history nor character except as she intuitively per¬
ceives it in human nature. She functions purely as confidante—
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a dramatic device of James's later technical period.
Thus it seems manifest that in The Portrait of a Lady,
the most representative novel of James's early prime, the art¬
ist, as painter, has used the nondramatic device that the
writer has labelled Picture technique. Within its framework,
the craftsman has employed (1.) a lengthy narrative and (2.) a
widespread canvas of characters. Via the former, he (as e^qposi-
tory narrator) has painted, for the most part, the portrait,
filling in the details sans reminiscence and with limited dia¬
logue; via the latter technique, he has splashed colors various¬
ly, vividly, picturesquely, hvimorously. All this rests in relief
against the background canvas portraying the "sinister" and the
"portentous" while the foreground illumines a "simple, candid,
12
fine and lustrous soul."
Those novels of Henry James written immediately after
the play-writing hiatus are most representative of the dramatic
method. The Spoils of Povnton (1897), What Maisie Knew (1897),
The Awkward Age (1899), The Wings of the Dove (1902), The Am¬
bassadors (1903) and The Golden Bowl (1904) compose the sestet.
^^Supra, p. 39.
The Sacred Fount (1901) has been omitted because it
does not embrace the scenic pattern. The Ivory Tower (1917)
and The Sense of the Past (1917) were not completed at James's
death
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In The Notebooks James provides the source and evolution
of The Spoils of Poynton. He states that the initial idea for
the story was an anecdote related by a dinner-neighbor about a
young Scottish lad who, after he mcurrles, evicts his mother from
the house that is her creation; then, the son engages his mother
in an awful argument because she carried away certain treasures
14
to a less Imposing home that she is to Inhabit.
On May 13, 1895, James began embodying his anecdote into
a scenario^^ setting forth "a complete and perfect little drama”
to consist of three acts, each act comprising fifty pages.
After trial and error^^ he listed his dramatis personae: Mrs.
Gereth is to be the mother; Owen, her son; Mona Brigstock, his
bride of Waterbath (the Philistine home); Mrs. Gereth's prote¬
gee, Fleda Vetch. The treasure house to be contended for is
Poynton. In Act I James plans the following; Mrs. Gereth and
Fleda will meet at Poynton; Mona and Fleda will “collide" there;
Mrs. Gereth will initiate Fleda into the charms of Poynton;
Owen's uncultivated taste will be explored; the act will culmi¬
nate with his marriage to Mona Brigstock. Act II will disclose
^^Heniry James, The Notebooks of Henry James, xlll.
^^The scenario is a dramatic device more adapted to the
dreunatlst than the novelist.
16
The original names of the cast have varied, in some
Instances.
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Mrs. Gereth's departure from Poynton, her removal of everything
exquisite to her meaner home—all to transpire while Fleda at¬
tends a family errand and Owen honeymoons. His discovery will
provide the climax of the act. In Act III Fleda will persuade
Mrs. Gereth to restore everything—despite Owen's threat (in¬
spired by Mona) of prosecution. Fleda's secret love of Owen
will be revealed. The treasures will become no one's property
as fire will raze Poynton.^^
Obviously, James's modus operand! has become that of a
dramatist-novelist! Various notebook entries disclose that
after the dramatic lustriim he thought always of his story in
terms of scene, modifying his characters so that the scenes
which he gave them would have the most dramatic effect.
In the preface to The Spoils the author has identified
the commanding centre in this mode:
Logically, ...the real centre [of the book], the citadel
of interest, with the fight waged round it, would have been the
felt beauty and value of the prize of the battle, the things,
always the splendid things, placed in the middle light,
figured and constituted, with each identity made vivid, each
cheuracter discriminated, and their common consciousness of
their great dramatic part established.^
If, logically, the centre of The Spoils of Poynton is the treas¬
ures of the aesthetic sanctuary~what are these "exquisites"?
^"^Oscar Cargill, The Novels of Henry James, pp. 220-221.
^®Cargill, op. cit., p. 224.
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James did not describe these because of his desire for dramatic
presentation (to which description is inimical) and his persis-
19
tent efforts at con^ression. The reader of the novel will
discover that there were double doors throughout, there were
precious tapestries, and that a best "piece” was a Maltese
cruxifix. But James raises the value of Poynton and its exqui¬
sites by contrasting its so meagrely identified treasures against
the concrete, specified horrors of Waterbath. The point of
view is established via the limited consciousness of Mrs. Gereth
acting as the central intelligence,
...the Brigstocks* country house, Waterbath, is enough to
convict the whole familyt *they had gone wildly astray
over carpets and curtains; they had an Infallible instinct
for disaster...' Mrs. Gereth, shudderIngly aware of the
'aesthetic misery' of the Brigstocks, pictures the future
state of her beloved house under Mona's reign, 'the mad¬
dening relics of Waterbath, the little brackets and plivk
vases, the sweeping of bazaars, the family photographs
and illuminated texts, the household art and household
piety of Mona's hideous home.'^®
But it is through the unlimited consciousness (the fine intel¬
ligence) of Fleda alone, via her view, that the suggestion is
implanted in the reader's mind that Mona Brigstock will bring
aesthetic desecration to Poynton.
^^his is deliberate compression because James rejoices
that The Spoils of Poynton shows "no flurry of hand."
^^Cargill, op. cit., p. 227.
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At the end of five minutes the young lady from Waterhath
suddenly and perversely said: "Why has she never had a win¬
ter gaurden out? If ever I have a place of my own I mean to
have one."
Fleda, dismayed, could see the thing—something glazed
and piped, on iron pillars, with untidy plants and cane
sofas; a shiny excrescence on the noble face of Poynton.
She remembered at Waterbath a conservatory where she had
caught a bad cold in the company of a stuffed cockatoo
fastened to a tropical bough and a waterless fountain com-
I posed of shells stuck into some hardened paste. She asked
Mona if her idea would be to make something like this con¬
servatory; to which Mona replied: "Oh, no, much finer; we
haven't got a winter garden at Waterbath.
Thus, James has described nothing. Mrs. Gereth and Fleda have
been the "eyes." There is dramatic art as well as unity in
this technique.
James's characters, particularly Fleda, and to a lesser
degree Mrs. Gereth and Mona, are delineated carefully in the
22
prefaces. Fleda is a "free spirit," possessing Irrespresslble
appreciation...and high lucidity"; she is sensitive and aware;
"everyone else shows for comparative stupid." Mrs, Gereth is
"the very reverse of a free spirit"—proud, plucky, not intelli¬
gent, only clever. Mona is "all will, without the smallest leak
23
of force into taste or tenderness of vision..."
^^Henry James, The Aspern Papers, The Spoils of Poynton,
introduction by R, P. Blackmur (New York: Dell Publishing Co.,
1959), pp. 149-150.
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James wrote two prefaces to The Spoils of Poynton.
^^Henry James, The Art of the Novel, pp. 128-129,.
131-132
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These preface portraits come alive in The Spoils in im¬
mediate, direct presentation. For instance, in one scene Fleda
sympathizes with Mrs. Gereth (in regard to her desire to retain
the spoils); in a later scene she sympathizes with Owen (who
desires the return of the spoils) and she acts as an intermedi¬
ary (a central intelligence) between son and mother, it is this
dramatic conflict that extends her to evade and to prevaricate.
It is her "free spirit," that records her a "success" at the
end of the novel because she has remained free. The aforemen¬
tioned Fleda-Gereth, Fleda-Owen scenes are not described to the
reader. James, faithful to his scenic method, presents the
24
scenes in dialogue. The author does not obtrude.
In similar mode, the novelist does not describe the phy¬
sical appearance of the characters. From Fleda's point of view
Owen is "all nature in one pair of boots"...whose "pull was
tremendous.” At one point she harbors the Jealous thought that
his "strong arms must have clasped a remarkably handsome girl...
The reader never sees Mona Brigstock directly. On one
occasion, Mrs. Gereth compares Mona and Fleda by stating that
the latter was "guiltless of looking hot and fine." The impli¬






compete with Mona because "she herself had no beauty." At one
time, Mona (Jealous of Fleda and suspicious of her relationship
with Owen) prompts Owen to relay to Fleda that "A pretty girl
like you are a nice old Mumn^ for me." ”
In The Spoils of Povnton there is the record of James's
application of veurlous dreunatlc devices. There is a commanding
centre»the spoils—because the lives of all the characters are
determined by the disposition of some valued household "piece,"
which, significantly, proves to be a perishable commodity and
is cons\2med in flames. There is a central intelligence per¬
sonified in Fleda Vetch, a "free spirit," who is aware of all
and alerted to all. There is a confidante: primarily, the
role is Mrs. Gereth's but, on occasion, her son becomes a con¬
fidant.
The technique of the novel embraces the direct, the pre¬
sented appeal. The author is unobtrusive; most of the time,
the point of view is assiomed by Fleda. The Spoils of Povnton.
as a novel, bears verisimilitude to its author's scenario.
One of the supreme tritimphs of James's art is the unde¬
viating consistency with which he held to Maisle's point of
view throughout What Malsie Knew, in the preface to the work
James makes several, scattered pertinent observations: this
26 Ibid., pp. 237-238
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one concerns the germ of the story.
The accidental mention had been made to me of the manner
In which the situation of some luckless child of a divorced
couple was affected, under my Informant's eyes, by the re-
mcurrlage of one of its parents—I forget which; so that,
thanks to the limited desire for Its company expressed by
the step-parent, the law of its little life, its being enter¬
tained in rotation by its father and Its mother, wouldn't
easily prevail. Whereas each of these persons had at first
vindictively desired to keep it from the other, so at present
the remarried relative sought now to be rid of it—that is,
to leave it as much as possible, and beyond the appointed
times and seasons, on the hands of the adversary; which mal¬
practice, resented by the latter as bad faith, would of
course be repaid and avenged by an equal treachery. The
wretched infant was thus to find itself practically dis¬
owned... ^7
Since this figure touched James's fancy as the beginning
of a subject he decided that
the one presented register of the whole complexity fof the
ide^ would be the play of ^a^ child's confused and obscure
notation of it...^®
and that to this end he should have to endow his heroine with a
promising disposition as well as "perceptions easily and almost
infinitely quickened" in order
...to keep her so limited consciousness the very field
of the picture while at the same time guarding with care
the integrity of the objects represented.
Jcunes continues that he must impute to his central figure
27
James, loc. cit., p. 140.
^^Ibid., pp. 144-145.
29Beach, The Method of Henry James, p. 62
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some intensity, some continuity of resistance being naturally
of the essence of the sxabject. fshe must be able to resist3
successfully (to resist, that is, the strain of observation
and the assault of eaqperience)—
How can this be done by so young a person except to have her
remain fresh, and still fresh, and to have even a freshness to
communicate? The child, then, will be the commanding centre
but there will be a shift in her point of view subject to the
various expanding dimensions of her values. In addition she
will be an ironic centre because she will have the wonderful
importance of enlightening others far beyond her own compre¬
hension; she will be the ironic centre because she will become
a pretext for a fresh system of misbehaviour, a system moreover
of a nature to spread and ramify.
James continues to unfold his method in the preface. He
will use an economy of process; he will present scenes "to
emerge and prevail vivid, special, wrought hard, to the hardness
of the unforgettable.'*^^
Such a scene occurs when James chauracterlzes the parents
of the little girl. The father will be "ignoble"; the mother
32
will be "concrete, immense, awful."
30
James, op. cit., p. 146.
^^Ibid.. p. 148.
32 Ibid., pp. 147-148
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Having settled upon and modified the germ of the story,
James presents the choice of ten-year-old Maisie as both com¬
manding centre (it is her esqpanding consciousness that unifies
the story) and central intelligence (it is her point of view
that focuses the story). Adele Brebner has indicated two scenes
that will aptly illustrate the function of these two dramatic
33
devices. In the first scene Maisie has been taken by her
father to the home of the "vulgeu:" American heiress whom he
hopes to marry. The reader looks at the drawing-room through
Maisie's eyes and his own simultaneouslys
In the middle of the small bright room [[were3 the pres¬
ence of more curtains and cushions, more pictures and mir¬
rors, more palm-trees drooping over brocaded and gilded
nooks, more little silver boxes scattered over little
crooked tables and little miniatures hooked upon velvet
screens than Mrs. Beale and her ladyship could, in an
unnatural alliance, have dreamed of mustering.
Here Maisie begins to glimpse how natural it is that her father
should choose to move on from both his former wives to the pos¬
sessor of such wonders.
James characterizes poignantly Ida Farange (Maisie's
mother) in a scene that occurs while Maisie is walking in Ken¬
sington Park with her stepfather. The two encounter her mother
in the company of one of her "gentleman friends." While the
^^Adele Brebner, "How to Know Maisie," College English,
17 (February, 1956), p. 284.
3^1bid.
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parents dispute with each other, this gentleman, "the Captain,"
talks to Maisie. He is quite insistent in saying that her
mother is a splendid woman and that he does indeed love her.
Hearing this, Maisie breaks into tears. The reader is left with
the Impression that the extraordinary Impact on Maisie of this
remark is the first step in the Captain's discovery of the real
nature of the lady. A few weeks later when Maisie speaks of
this officer, her mother cannot even recall him.
"The Captain?" What Captain?"
"Why, when we met you in the Gardens—the one who took
me to sit with him...."
"What business have you to speak to me of him?"
Her daughter turned scarlet. "I thought you liked him."
"Him—the biggest cad in London?" Her ladyship towered
again, and in the gathering dusk the whites of her eyes were
35
huge.
What Maisie saw was that her mother had lost both the
Captain and the ability to recognize the quality of his feeling
for her. Maisie makes her parents portentous by the play of her
good faith; "makes her mother above all, to my vision—unless I




In the preface James extols his "econony of process.”
He has practiced this in two immensely effective scenes focus-
37
ing Ida and Beale Farange. The scenic presentation—a dreuna-
tic device—reveals their depravity as the gossipy hearsay em¬
ployed throughout the novel cannot.
Oscar Cargill states that though James gloats over the
"economy of process” he has established for the supporting cast,
...he is a rigid economist only with Moddle (Maisie's nurse),
the Baron, Lord Eric, and Ida Farange's last lover, Mr.
Tishbein, whom we but catch a glimpse of in a cab.^^
He is lured away from economy by the imaginative recognition of
the potentialities of chauracterization. For example, Mrs. Wix
will be much more possessive in relation to Maisle if she herself
has been a mother and has lost a child. Bo Clara Matilda, Mrs.
Wlx's deceased daughter, is introduced and Maisle is taken to
see "her little huddled grave." The writer concurs with Car¬
gill's opinion that James could not resist the imaginative ex-
cTirsion (relative to Mrs. Wix) and it does add a very human
quality to "the frightening old woman" who is to figure so
largely in Maisie's fortunes. "Econon^...is lost by scores of
39
such gratuitous but welcome touches."
37supra, pp, 51-52.
^®Cargill, op. cit., p. 248.
39lbid., p. 249
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In The Awkward Age James recorded an entire novel in dia¬
logue. There was one scene for each of his ten characters, each
scene illuminating the central situation. James described the
work as "all dramatic and scenic," composed of "presented epi¬
sodes, architecturally combined and each making a piece of the
building, with no going behind, no telling about the figures
40
save by their own appearance and action...." in the preface
to The Awkward Age the image that James used was that of a series
of lamps disposed around a central subject "the function of each
of which would be to light with all due intensity one of its
aspects." *
Robert Marks compcures the novel to a play in-the-round.
He calls it a drama of the Interactions of a group of people
upon each other but especially of interest is "the relation of
Nanda Brookenham to her mother, and also the relation of Mrs.
Brookenham to Nanda. The whole production is reflected in
43
its talk and to this degree it resembles a Pirandello drama.
No one's mind is gone into for the subjective picturing of emo¬
tional states.
James, The Art of the Novel, p. 109.
^^Ibid.. p. 110.
42Robert Marks, Jamies's Later Novels (New York: The
William-Frederick Press, 1960), p. 15.
^^This is am opinion of the writer.
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According to the distinguished scholar, Mr. Percy Lub¬
bock, everything in the novel
...is immediate and particular; there is no Insight into
anybody's thought, no survey of the scene from a height,
no resvunption of the past in retrospect.^^
He avers that the entire work passes scenically before the
reader rendering him "but the look and the speech of the char-
45
acters on a series of chosen occasions." Mr. Lubbock goes
so far as to say The Awkward Age might be printed as a play;
...whatever is not dialogue is simply a kind of amplified
stage-direction...46
F. W. Dupee, who calls The Awkward Age James's master¬
piece but hastens to add that this is not the received opinion,
appends that the dialogue is arranged in scenes, with much
attention focused upon "pointed clim2uces, forceful curtains,
the grouping and movement of the characters, their entrances
47
and exits." He continues that these are the mere mechanics
of the stage.
Below is a scene between Mrs. Brookenham and her son,
Harold, that illustrates dialogue and amplified stage-direction.
44percy Lubbock# The Craft of Fiction (London: Jonathan
Cape, 1921), p. 190.
^^Ibld.
^^F. W. Dupee# Henry James, pp. 170-171.
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The writer has enclosed the stage-directions in brackets.
Mrs. Brookenham: [Mrs. Brookenham had passed half round
the room with the glide that looked
languid but that was really a remarkable
form of activity, and had given a trans-
foinning touch on sofa and chairs, to
three or four crushed cushions. It was
all with the sad, inclined head of a
broken lily.l You're to stay till the
twenty-fourth.
Harold: But if I am kicked out?
Mrs. Brookenham: [it was as a broken lily that she con<




Happy thought! And shall I write?
[HIs mother raised a little more a window-
blindJ No.—I will.
Delicious Mummy! [And Harold blew her
a kiss .3
The succeeding scene supports Dupee's assertion that the
scenic dialogue contributes to a pointed climax, a forceful
curtain and an [effective} entrance.The writer has enclosed
illustrations of these in brackets.
In Scene vii, or Act VII, or Book VII, captioned "Little
Aggie," Mr. Mitchett (a millionaire among the inner circle)
[...fidgeted away a few steps, then, with his hands in his poc¬
kets, fixed on his hostess a countenance more controlled.}
AQ
Henry James, The Awkward Age (New York: Doubleday and
Company, Inc., 1958), p. 30.
^^Supra, p. 55.
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Mr. Mltchett: What does the Duchess mean by your
daughter's belng->-as I understood you
to quote her just nowo-"damaged and
depraved"?
Mrs. Brookenham: [Mrs. Brookenham came up—she literally
rose—smiling.] You fit the cap. You
know how she would like you for little
Aggie!
Mr. Mltchett: What does she mean, what does she mean?
[Mitchy repeated.]
Mrs. Brookenham: [The door, as he spoke, was thrown open;
Mrs. Brookenham glanced round.] You've
the chance to find out from herself!
[The Duchess had come back and Little
Aggie was in her wake.] 50
The curtain closes on this dramatic, suspensful scene.
Henry James's The Awkward Age does not contain the dra¬
matic devices of the commanding centre, the central Intelligence,
the confidante—designed to contribute to the dreunatlc scene.
51
It does not need these. On the contrary. The Awkward Age is
presented, almost in toto, in scenic dialogue possessed of ef-
James, The Awkward Age, pp. 62-63.
^^Cf. Beach's discussion of The Awkward Age, pp. 243-249,
in The Method of Henry James. He condemns the novel as a kind
of technical exercise in idea, dialogue and point of view.
Beach's opinion is that James is too preoccupied with technic[ue.
"He is so largely absorbed in his game of illtualnatlng that cen¬
tral idea by means of those 'lamps' that form a ring about
it..." that he does not establish a point of view nor does he
"...call to his help certain of the devices still open to him,
such as...the confidante. There is here no Maria Gostrey, no
Mrs. AssIngham."
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fectlve climaxes and curtains, stage groupings and movement o£
the dramatis personae, and careful timing of the chcuracters'
entrances and exits. It Is, as James described It, "all dra¬
matic cuid scenic."
The staunchest support that The Wings of the Dove Is a
dramatization and, as such, must employ dramatic devices rests
52
with Percy Lubbock. The writer, like Mr. D. W. Jefferson,
cemnot Improve Mr. Lubbock's presentation, can only paraphrase
emd record It.
According to Lubbock, the progress of the story Is In
the consciousness of the characters In It. The characters func¬
tion In a dual role: as central Intelligences In the tale they
establish points of view; as performers In the tale, rendering
Its forward progress, they enact not only a spoken drama but
also, and much more, a silent drama "that Is perpetually going
53
forward within them."
Points of view ("reflectors") cure defined by James In the
prefact to The wings of the Dove. The author states that the
story Is structured of large blocks of narrative, each told from
the point of view of a single ch8u:acter, but with these charac-
See D. W. Jefferson, Henry James (New York: Grove press,
Inc., 1960), p. 102. "...Percy Lubbock's passages on James In
The Craft of Fiction (1921) contain easily the most brilliant
attempt ever made to describe...his use of the point of view."
^^Lubbock, OP. clt., p. 184.
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ters maneuvered in alternation. in turn Kate Croy, Martin
Densher, Susan Stringham,Milly Theale function in the role
of a central intelligence. Each chcuracter views the facts from
a different perspective, one which in each case closes from one
of them much of what is seen by another. According to Beach
it is necessary for the central intelligence to present Just
those facts which he wishes the reader to know. The reader must
be kept both "in the dark" and, at the same time, made "curious
about what he does not know."
But, first, what is the whole story of Milly Theale? It
is the story of her will to live, strengthened by love, but
finally destroyed by the revelation of the plot against her.
Kate Croy and Merton Densher cure penniless lovers. Milly Theale
is a millionairess who is mortally stricken with a disease.
Densher, inspired against his will by Kate, will "pay court" to
Milly. The two will marry. Milly will die—a natural death.
Then, the rich Merton Densher will marry his true love.
Milly, the Dove, although a perceptive creature, is un¬
aware of the Kate-Densher scheme. She has just seen the feuious
James, The Art of the Novel, p. 300.
^^Susan Strlngham functions as a central intelligence in
Book III. In succeeding books, particularly in Book V, she
functions as a confidante.
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Joseph Warren Beach, The Twentieth Century Novel;
Studies in Technique (New York: Appleton-Century Crofts, Inc.,
1932), pp. 198-199.
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surgeon. Sir Ltike Strett, and knows the worst. She also knows
that she loves Merton Densher. These two revelations haunt her
mind constantly, consxunlngly—projectlng Mllly's consciousness
to the fore, reflecting the deep agitation ^dramatic conflict]
57
within her.
Once more It is the superficial play of thought that
Is put before us. The light stir and vibration of Hilly's
sensibility...Is all we actually see...^^
"In the drama of her meditation," writes Mr. Lxibbock, "there Is
a strange look or a pause or a sudden hasty motion which Is un¬
explained, which is portentous, which betrays everything.
It Is then that Mllly's great, hidden facts become a part of
the reader's possession.
It Is this covert, encouchlng of a fact—not walking
straight up to It, phrasing it—surrounding the fact: "so to
detach It inviolate, says Lxibbock, that Is Henry James's mau
ner of dramatizing It. This, then, for the writer. Is silent
drama! It Is mental drama!
Whenever there Is discourse among the few and different
persons who affect Milly Theale, "the real burden of her stoiry





is veiled under the trembling, wavering delicacy of her immedi¬
ate thought."®^ Thus her distractions, distraughtness, desires
and fears compose a sphere of experience that Henry James sur¬
rounds—a dramatic device that heightens the image so that it
becomes immediate and substantial in the mind of the reader.
Thus the story of Milly's troubles acts Itself "before our eyes
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as we follow the transient expression of her mood."
Beach has made an apt observation about James's use of
dialogue in the "later phase." He comments that it is more de¬
liberately employed during that period as a technical device
"to give a dramatic cast to the narrative" and to make the
characters "tell their own story." An Illustration occurs
near the end of The Wings of the Dove when Densher extracts
from Kate the antecedent facts and incidents of the story in
_ _ 63
Venice in regard to Lord Mark,
t
Recapitulating, The Wings of the Dove contains more than
one centre, more than one central intelligence, a multiple point
of view, a major confidante, a scenic method, and mental drama.
This is a synopsis of The Ambassadors. Lambert Strether
^^tbld., p. 179.
^^ibid., p. 180.
63Beach, The Method of Henry James, pp. 77-78
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is editor of the Woollett Review^ in Woollett, Massachusetts.
He has been sent abroad by the town's wealthy widow, Mrs. Mew-
some, to pry her son, Chad, loose from Pcoris. The young man
has been living there a long time; the mother thinks it is time
for him to return home to assume responsibility as head of a
manufacturing business that he has inherited. Chad demonstrates
no desire to return home but every predilection toward continu¬
ing his life of Idleness in Paris. The mother suspects that he
has an "attachment" with a Parisian femme fatale. Lambert Stre-
ther's commission: bring Chad home. Strether's reward: meuc-
rlage with Mrs. Newsome—if his embassy is successful.
These are the beure facts of the estpositlon which have
been amplified into more than forty-three pages in James's
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scenario of the work. The facts have been recounted. They
do not present themselves to the reader in such bold, abstract
terms because they do not appear thus in Lambert Strether's
consciousness at any time. They cure all implied in his mental
processes. In his thought he is constantly alluding to them,
but he cannot be imagined telling himself things which are the
primaxy facts of his conscious life. So, Henry James, who does
not consider his subject "done" at all unless it is done in the
tone of the character's own consciousness, leaves the reader to
64
Henry James, The Notebooks of Henry James, pp. 372-415.
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collect these primary facts either from Strether's "allusion"
to them in his thoughts, or from what actually reveals itself
in conversation between him and other people®^ [namely, confi¬
dantes and ficelles*}. Strether's sentience represents James's
all encompassing centre that will give to the story unity, econ-
omy and intensity. ” Consequently, there will be a “tightness"
in the composition because
...the first person, in the long piece, is a form
foredoomed to looseness, and that looseness, never much
affair, had never been so little so as on this par¬
ticular occasion.®^
James adds that for his "first care" he will create a "confi¬
dant or two" (a way to avoid "hcurking back to make up") and
that Mcurla Gostrey, Strether's friend, will assvime the role.
She will be more the reader's friend suid will act in that ca¬
pacity alone throughout the novel. James will create flcelles.
One will be Waymarsh who will belong less to James's subject
68
than James's treatment of it.
The material of The Ambassadors, James continues, like
that of The Wings of the Dove,"is taken absolutely for the stuff
®^Beach, The Twentieth Century Novel; Studies in Technique, •
p. 191.
®®James, The Art of the Novel, pp. 317-318.
^‘^Ibld.. p. 320.
68 Ibid., pp. 321-322
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of drama.(The workj has "scenic consistency" although the
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reader may Judge its pages "as little scenic as possible."
However, the composition divides itself into parts, says James,
that "over-prepare for scenes" and the parts, "or otheinitrlse into
71
the scenes, that justify and crown the preparation." Every¬
thing in it ^The Ambassadorsj "that is not scene...is...picture.'
These canons from the preface concerning the role of the
various dramatic devices have been articulated because they lead
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into a cogent essay by Mr. Percy Liabbock.^'^
This author states that The Anibassadors presents "a
74
method by which the picture of a mind is fully dramatized."
The novel, in toto, unfolds Strether's es^erience of his purpose<
ful embassy to Europe which never passes outside the periphery
of his thought. The subject, says Lubbock, is pictorial, "cover¬
ing Strether's field of vision and bounded by its limits; it
75
consists entirely of an Impression.” Thus, the subject can be














of images flitting across it—each image representing an experi¬
ence, each experience representing a scene. Thus, mental drama
is created for a participating reader who can follow the mean¬
ingfulness in the vision of Strether. But, Luhbock explores
further: he calls the vision one-sided because the reader
"sees" only what Strether "sees" (there is the domination of
Strether's point of view). What technique is employed, the
reader Inquires, in certain scenic dialogues when Strether's
voice seems as much as the confidante's to belong to some one
the reader is watching—yet this cannot be because the reader's
point of view is Strether's? Lubbock explains that the tech¬
nique consists in treating the scene as dramatically as possi¬
ble—"keeping the scene framed in Strether's vision but keeping
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his consciousness out of sight, his thought unexplored."
Yet, Lubbock proceeds,
...the chapters that are concerned with Strether's
soul are in the key of drama...so, too,...the scene that
crowns the impression £e.g., in Glorlani's garden^***
is always more dramatic in its method than it apparently
has the means to be.^^
At which point, the critic breaks into artful, convincing
exemplum.




from one man's point of view. The impression is enacting itself
via the constant play of Images within the consciousness of one
man. As the story shifts from these to the scenes of dialogue,
there is no break in the method
...from the silent fl.e., mental^ drama of Strether's
meditation to the spoken drama of the men and women.
Thus, the use of dramatic devices in The Spoils of
Poynton, What Maisie Knew, The Awkward Age, The Wings of the
Dove, The Ambassadors and The Golden Bowl, as discussed previ¬
ously, illustrates the genius-craftsmanship of the dreunatist-
novellst, Henry James.
78 Ibid., p. 170
SUMMARY
The background of Henry James, Jr., was both tinlque and
special. He was born into financial ease in a home where the
book, the llterairy periodical, the art gallery, the concert
stage and the theatre all held places of importance. As a small
boy he enjoyed the acquaintance and friendship of eminent liter¬
ary personages. By the time he was eight he was an Inveterate
theatregoer in Hew York. Between his twelfth and seventeenth
years (except for a year spent at Newport) he lived in London,
Paris, Geneva, Boulogne and Bonn. At fourteen he was an immense
writer of novels and dramas. In 1859, at the age of sixteen,
Henry James, Jr., the future novelist-dramatist, who was not
educated specifically to fill either of these roles, had ab¬
sorbed the materials for both in his reading of current litera¬
ture, his visits to art galleries, his constant inspection of
European architecture and landscape and his nights at the thea¬
tre. This background contributed equa^.ly to his development as
a great novelist as well as to his flirtation with the stage,
the writing of plays and the marked inculcation of the art of
representation into many of his novels.
Between James's twentieth and forty-seventh years he es¬
tablished himself as a novelist. His technique was essentially
pictorial, narrative, chatty and descriptive. Between 1890 and
67
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1895 he embarked upon his theatrical career~ln Itself none too
successful but In Its contrlbutlve development of his crafts¬
manship a raison d'etre. For, It was not until after the dra¬
matic lustrvua that James enunciated In his prefaces his canons
on the dramatic devices of compositional centre, central Intelli¬
gence, confidant and ficelle—all operating upon the scenic
stage with complete, conscious consistency. At last, Henxry
James, Jr., could rejoice In the ele8x>rate mechanics of his
writing—the process of fitting the scenario key, as he estpressed
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